NozzleTestChamber)is electromagnetic interference(emi). While techniques exist for shielding or guarding instrumentsfrom emi, the hot wire is unique in that the probe must remain exposedin orderto function. The major sourceof emi in the building has been identified as the multi-megawattelectric heatercontrollersused to heat the flow supplied to the hypersonic tunnels. While this noisetendsto be narrow band and centered around 40-50 kHz, its amplitudecan be an order of magnitude greater thanthe signalunderinvestigation thereby masking the low level signals. Not all anemometersrespondequallyto emi. Early in the currentinvestigations, a commercialconstantcurrentanemometer (CCA) systemwas tried andemi pickup was unacceptably large. The samewas true of a commonly used, commercial constant temperature anemometer (CTA). A new, proprietaryanemometersystem, however, called the "Constant Voltage Anemometer" (CVA) under development through Langley at that time24,25, 26,27 was surprisinglyimmune to the same emi picked up by the other instrumentsfor reasonsthathavenot yet beeninvestigated. The CVA had been reasonablywell analyzedand studiedbut there were still gaps in understanding regarding frequency response and calibration. The dilemma for the researcher was whether to use the well qualified CCA or CTA techniqueswith the potential loss of important information in the high amplitudenoise bandor to go with the new, incompletely studied CVA that showed better noise immunity. There were also issues of limited test time complicating the situation. In the end, the clarity of the low level signalswon out and the CVA was adopted as the dynamic measurement systemfor all of the Mach 6 experiments reported on in this review. The two harmonics shown in Figure  10 are Figure 13 .The data show the same low frequency growth discussedearlier,but nothing in the second mode frequency range or otherregionsabovethe noise floor out to the bandwidth of the anemometer. The contour labeled "0.030" in Figure 4 , representativeof the beginning of the radiatedlow frequency noise from the nozzle wall, intersectedthe 91-6 model againat roughly 13inchesfrom the sharp nose tip as in the case of the 93-10 10 model. Therefore, more than two-thirds of themodelwerein a freestreamwithout measurable low frequency facility noise. Corresponding linear stability resultsfrom reference7 are 270kHz for the adiabaticwall caseand 310 for the cold wall case.In the cold wall case computations, a constant wall temperature of 420 degrees R was assumedwhereasthe experimentalcase wasnon-uniformandabout50 degreesR higher.The causeof the doubleandtriple peaksin the secondmode bands in not known.It is notedhoweverthatthe there AmericanInstituteof AeronauticsandAstronautics is a consistentdifferencebetween the peaks of approximately 15kHz which correspondsto a dominatefrequencyin the low frequency region attributed to facility noise. Bispectral data for model 93-10,presented in references18 and 19, however,showsno coupling betweenthe facility noise and the secondmode and the issue remains unresolved.In any case, given the differencesbetweenthe theoretical assumptionsand the actual experiment, linear stability theory is shown to be particularly good at predictingthemost amplifieddisturbance frequency. The integratedgrowth rates havealreadybeenpresentedin Figure 11 showing excellent agreement with theory.
An interestingresult of the flared cone experiments that was captured particularly well in the Blanchard experiments is the shape of the rms fluctuation profile normal to the wall. For thecaseof a right circularcone,in the AEDC Mach 8 experiments(seefigure 5 in reference3) this shape consistedof a single peak at the generalizedinflection point near the boundary layer edge. With the application of streamwise concave curvature (adverse pressure gradient),however,the profile is altered and appearsto take on a doublepeaked structureas shown in Figures21 and 22 for the adiabaticwall caseand23 and24 for the coldwall case. Figure21 and23 arecontourplots of constantnaturallog rms fluctuationamplitudeand Figure 22 and24, plots of the samedataat a fixed streamwise location at the upstreamedge of the measurementdomain. The hot wire dataareuncalibratedandrecordedat constantCVA wire voltage. At first there was suspicionthat the observeddouble peak might be an artifact of rapid changes in wire sensitivity and large variationsin TOand densitythrough the boundary layer. Figure 25 however (unpublished dataprovidedcourtesyof P. Figure  11 . Better than one half of the linear theory growth region is both inaccessible by the hot wire and below the noise floor of the anemometer.
It is still somewhat puzzling however as to why the eigenfunction plots seems to pick up the growth better than the spectral plots. Figure  4 . The implication appears to be that the forced growth is too weak and at too low a frequency to significantly alter the dominant second mode dynamics.
Flow over a Flared Cone at Angle o_f Attack
The third stability modifier applied to the flared cone configuration was angle of attack. Figure   29 shows the pressure distribution for the 2 degree case. Again, the correspondence between computation and experiment appear to be quite good.
Discussion
The studies reviewed in this paper are the first stability experiments conducted in a facility designed specifically for highReynolds-number, low-disturbance freestream flow. As such, the facility should be as much an object of scrutiny as the model experiments. Discussion therefore will highlight the facility-related aspects of the studies where relevant.
For the cases of combined adiabaticwall/adverse-pressure-gradient and coldwall/adverse-pressure-gradient, the e N method (as implemented in reference 7) was able to predict both the frequency and integrated growth rate of the most amplified disturbances (See Figure  11) In these experiments, the models were completely free from the high intensity noise but were subjected to the lower level noise over the aft portion of each model. In all
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Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics cases, the receptivity-sensitive nose regionof the modelswerefree from both noise sources. As evidenced by the excellentcorrespondence betweenlinear theory and the experimentaldata, the radiatedforcing of the aft portionsof the models apparentlyhad minimal impact on transition.This is similar to the case of the LangleyMach3.5 Supersonic Low DisturbanceTunnel in which the aft portions of the model were subjectedto the turbulent radiatednozzlewall noise but were still able to match linear theory3°. In terms of hypersonicquiet tunnel technology, it appearsthat it will be difficult to getawayfrom the situation wheresome amountof radiatednoise is directedatthe aft portion of the model as long asthetunnelis requiredto beusedat its maximum quiet Reynoldsnumber in orderto achievetransitionon the model. In the Langley 18 Inch Mach 8 Quiet Tunnel (18M8QT) currently being readiedfor flow quality testing, it would not be surprisingto find a similar stateof affairs.The 18M8QT was designedwith thesamefeaturesas the M6NTC (slotted throat, axisymmetric, slow expansion nozzle)astheMach6 nozzle. 
